TOKENSALE POLICY

STFCOINS TOKENS

Last updated: 10.03.2018

Please be informed that this token sale Agreement (hereinafter referred to as
Agreement) is not an offer of securities, a kind of collective investment or some
other financial tool. Furthermore, User shall not be provided with shares or any
equivalent of rights, including, but not limited to, any right to claim a share in the
future or intellectual property rights.
1. This Agreement establishes relevant rules and procedures for selling
STFCoins tokens (hereinafter referred to as Token) by the Owner of the
following WEBSITE – http://StopTheFakes.io (hereinafter referred to as
WEBSITE) and their purchase by Users of this site. Agreement is an integral
part of the General Terms and Conditions posted on Website.
2. StopTheFakes may at any time, at its sole discretion, unilaterally change this
Agreement by posting an updated version at http://StopTheFakes.io.
3. Each User shall carefully read all the paragraphs of this Agreement without
exception and shall fully comply with them.
4. Each User warrants that, before making purchases on the token WEBSITE,
he read, examined and understood what is described in this Agreement and
accepted each of its points unconditionally and irrevocably.
5. In case of disagreement by any User with this Agreement, its provisions or its
separate part, this User must refrain from using Website, from purchasing
tokens an from using them hereinafter.
6. StopTheFakes is a decentralized service for detecting counterfeits and
violations of intellectual property rights. The service is based on a

technological platform providing User with a possibility to submit a request
for search for violations of his intellectual property and to obtain it should
such information be found. This technological solution is not the only one on
the StopTheFakes service.
7. Payment for the above-mentioned services is made in STFCoins tokens,
which are created in compliance with all the ERC-20 specifications in
Blockchain Ethereum. Token is created to facilitate communication among
participants within the StopTheFakes service.
8. User understands, recognizes and agrees irrevocably and unconditionally that
tokens are given without transfer of ownership, including but not limited to
the title, intellectual property and so on. At the same time, tokens do not grant
User rights to vote, to obtain a share, profit, passive income or other financial
returns.
9. User is aware of merits, risks and any restrictions associated with tokens and
Blockchain technologies, including but not limited to the risk of hacking and
the vulnerability of the security system, the risk of uninsured losses, risks
relating to the Ethereum protocol or some other cryptocurrency, the risk of
losing access to tokens owing to the loss of the private key and risks associated
with undefined actions. User assumes all risks associated with ownership and
eventual loss of tokens.
10.When User presses the Buy Tokens button (or similar) on WEBSITE and/or
purchases any quantity of tokens, the offer to sell tokens is considered to be
formally accepted on the terms and conditions indicated by WEBSITE Owner.
User shall pay the price corresponding to the quantity of the purchased tokens.
User recognizes that pressing the button is a legally binding, unconditional
and irrevocable acceptance of the proposal.
11.User understands, recognizes and agrees that tokens shall be available to him
in the event that he accepts this Agreement completely and without
exceptions. Tokens can be purchased only with BTC (Bitcoin) and ETH
(Ethereum), during sales of tokens and only on WEBSITE http://StopTheFakes.io. The terms, cost, duration and number of the tokens
available for sale are defined and registered in White Paper posted on the
WEBSITE.
12.Should you not accept all the terms of this Agreement without exception, you
shall not be able to purchase tokens.
13.To purchase tokens, User shall send only BTC (Bitcoin) and ETH (Ethereum)
from his personal wallet in the amount equivalent to the amount of tokens that
User wishes to obtain. It is strictly forbidden to send BTC (Bitcoin) and ETH

(Ethereum) to purchase tokens from any exchange office or any stock
exchange (Poloniex, Biitfinex and others).
14.To the extent permissible under applicable law, purchase of tokens by User
from WEBSITE Owner is final and is not subject to reimbursement and/or
cancellation of the transaction.
15.Buyer of tokens obtains possession of tokens from WEBSITE Owner within
seven days from the completion of the second stage (Token sale) of the sale
of tokens.
16.User is solely responsible and pays any applicable taxes imposed by
government agencies of any kind, levied on tokens purchased under this
Agreement.
17.By purchasing tokens, User understands and warrants that:
17.1. he fully read and understood the Agreement on the sale of tokens;
17.2. he fully read and understood the General Terms and Conditions;
17.3. he fully understands, independently assesses and agrees to all risks and
consequences of purchasing tokens;
17.4. he fully understands and agrees that tokens are intended for internal
payments on the StopTheFakes.io service and do not grant User any rights to
vote or any property rights, any profit or passive income from possession of
tokens;
17.5. User’s purchase of tokens complies with applicable laws and regulations
in User’s jurisdiction;
17.6. he is not a citizen or resident of a geographical area in which access to
or use of cryptocurrency or digital tokens is prohibited under legislation in
force, regulations, contracts or administrative acts;
17.7. he is not a citizen or resident of or is in the United States or does not
have a primary residence or domicile in the United States, including Puerto
Rico, the US Virgin Islands or any other US domain, and sanction risk list
countries, including Bosnia and Herzegovina, Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea, Ethiopia, Iran, Iraq and Syria.
17.8. he is not a citizen or resident of or is in Belize or does not have a primary
residence or domicile in Belize;
17.9. he does not intend to obstruct, delay or deceive StopTheFakes or any
other User of the StopTheFakes.io service or to engage in any illegal activities
with respect to money laundering, to receive profit from illicit drug

trafficking, criminal activities or terrorism or to trade with countries that may
from time to time be subject to an embargo imposed by the United Nations’
Security Council or the European Union.
17.10. he shall provide valid evidence after the request of WEBSITE Owner,
of banking institutions or government agencies regarding the legality of his
income, through which the purchase of token has been completed.
18.User’s purchase of tokens does not in any way create any exclusive
relationship between User and WEBSITE Owner and does not form any
partnership, joint venture and so on.
19.WEBSITE Owner reserves the right to sell tokens to anyone who does not
meet the requirements necessary for their purchase, as specified above in this
Agreement and under applicable legislation.
20.The StopTheFakes.io service and STFCoins tokens are provided ‘as is’,
without any guarantees.
21.User is aware, realizes and agrees that the StopTheFakes.io service and tokens
may have errors, failures and bugs that StopTheFakes shall correct, if
possible.
22.User is aware, realizes and agrees that StopTheFakes.io does not guarantee
User financial or any other outcome resulting from his use of the
StopTheFakes.io service and tokens.
23.User is aware, realizes and agrees that, to the maximum extent permitted by
applicable law, WEBSITE Owner shall not be liable for damages in any
manner and manifestation, included but not limited to loss or damage to data,
loss of profits or income, resulting from the use / impossibility of use / nonuse of WEBSITE or of materials, software or information available in it or of
materials, software or information transferred within WEBSITE, even if
WEBSITE Owner was notified of the possibility of such loss.
24.User is aware, realizes and agrees that WEBSITE Owner does not bear any
responsibility for the cost of the token or for any change in its value. User
understands and agrees that WEBSITE Owner shall not in any way guarantee
the purchase/sale of tokens during or after Presale or Token sale.
25.Parties are responsible for compliance with the terms of Agreement in order
to fulfill User’s obligations and guarantees in the manner and amount
prescribed by Agreement, in particular:
25.1. Should charges, lawsuits or litigations be filed against StopTheFakes,

related to User’s failure to comply with Agreement on the sale of tokens
and/or with obligations entered by User during his participation in Presale or
Token sale, User agrees to settle such claims or actions on his own and at his
own expense, and also to fully compensate the losses confirmed by
StopTheFakes, incurred legal costs associated with User’s refusal or the
untimely fulfillment of his obligations by User.
25.2. Should charges, lawsuits or litigations be filed against StopTheFakes,
related to User’s failure to comply with his exclusive rights or other rights of
third parties, User agrees to settle such claims or actions on his own and at his
own expense, and also to fully compensate the losses confirmed by
StopTheFakes, incurred legal costs associated with User’s refusal or the
untimely fulfillment of his obligations by User.
26.StopTheFakes has the right unilaterally – this Agreement with User without
prior written/oral notice, should User violate any of its conditions. User is
aware, realizes and agrees that, should this termination take place, WEBSITE
Owner does not bear any responsibility to him, including but not limited to no
compensation of losses, expenses or damages.
27.Upon termination of Agreement on the sale of tokens, User continues to be
liable to WEBSITE Owner for any amounts due on the date of termination.
28.The laws of Belize govern Agreement and relations between Parties. Any
disputes and disagreements arising from this Agreement shall be negotiated
through negotiations between Parties. Should Parties have not reached an
agreement, disputes are resolved in accordance with the legislation of the
primary residence and location of the defendant.
29.Should the Court declare null and void any provision of Agreement, all the
remaining provisions shall retain their full force and effect.
_____________________________________________
This document belongs to WEBSITE Owner and is protected by international
copyright laws. Copying, citing, reprinting or using it in whole or in part is
prohibited without the written consent of WEBSITE Owner.

